Field Test
Nokta Fors Core

The author in the field.
Close-up of meter showing
target ID reading.

The Nokta Fors Core.

was recently asked to try out the
new Fors Core detector from Nokta.
When conducting field tests a direct
comparison between different
makes and models is not always
possible, as a detector in the £500-£700
range should usually be able to find me
hammered etc. at greater depths and in
worse soil than a detector at only £100
plus. The more expensive detector should
also be of better build quality; however,
this has not always been the case over
the last 10 or so years, as many of us
detectorists have found out to our cost.
If I am using a new machine for the
first time, my main interest is to see
whether it can do what the manufacturer
or dealer says it does in their adverts.
I spend quite a bit of time using such
a detector as I need to become properly
familiar with it. I would not dream of
conducting a review after only 40-50
hours. In my view you cannot really get
to know a detector in such a short period
of time. Before writing this review I spent
at least treble that time in the field with
the Nokta.

Build Quality

The Fors Core genuinely impressed
me right from the delivery. The box it
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came in was of good quality and externally printed to show the product within
– not some anonymous brown cardboard
box.
When I opened the package everything was well wrapped and secure
within it. I was also delighted to see that
the manufacturers had included a coil
cover. How many times have you been
disappointed that after your detector
arrived you could not use it as the manufacturer or dealer never included a coil
cover? But better was still to come. Nokta
had included as extra coil, plus spare
armrest bolts, rubbers, and cable clips! In
my opinion some other manufacturers,
need to up their game and do similar.
The build quality was noticeable from
the start with the coil. It has not been
formed from cheap thin plastic; it was
sturdy and had good, thick attachment
lugs. All of the components were well
constructed, and once assembled I found
the detector to be very well balanced and
have a good, solid feel to it.
The Fors Core has a meter on the
handle, which is ideal to take a quick
glance at while you are detecting. There
is also a meter on the control box, but to
be honest I did not bother to look at this
once I had carried out the initial set up.
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I generally go by sound, and if you get
the chance to use a Fors Core, I am sure
that after a while you will start to do the
same.

Set Up

The detector is very similar in some
ways to many other detectors I have
used over the last five years. It has a two
or three tone option that you can select.
Regarding ‘DI2 – 2 Tones’ I thought
I would have initially gone with this
option but, surprisingly, I opted for the
3 Tones for my first 30-40 hours use. I
found this was similar to when I first
used the Teknetics T2. It is true that the
Nokta has very similar sounds and ID
Mask (discrimination) to the T2, but it
is a totally different detector. The 2 tone
option with the ID Mask (discrimination)
pre-set at 10 will give a grunt on iron and
a VCO zip sound on non-ferrous targets.
The more you increase the number from
10 the less you will hear iron grunt; this is
because all you are doing is suppressing
the sound.
You will need to use decent headphones if you are employing this mode.
The reason for this is that if you are a bit
more experienced, then you will usually
run the sensitivity a bit high. This will
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make the detector a bit ‘sparky’ and
with some headphones the ‘spits’
sound like signals. You want the
spits and pops to be background
noise, which is less than that of
a target’s sound; but some headphones amplify the sounds so they
all seem the same.
Personally, I would choose the
XP back-phones on any detector I
use. This is because they do a great
job keeping the spits and pops quieter and amplifying the good signals.
If I use high sensitivity, on any
detector that has this facility, it is
not to try and get extra depth – because
usually you will not achieve this. Rather it
is to let you know you have the detector
set to the optimum gain by the ‘spitting’.
The detector may sound quiet, but
because of the lack of threshold in this
mode (and DI3) you do not know if the
sensitivity is set at optimum. But if it’s
spitting and then suddenly the spitting
stops for a period of time, it means that
the soil has become less mineralised
and you could increase the sensitivity.
It might also prompt you to ask why the
soil has become less mineralised? Have
you moved outside of your ‘hot spot’
occupation area? So try and run the Fors
Core with a slight spit so that you know
it’s at optimum sensitivity.
This also brings me on to the subject
sensitivity/gain, and the years I wasted
trying to achieve ‘mega depth’ by running detectors with far too much gain
and sensitivity to try to squeeze more
depth out of them. On mineralised
ground I would suggest save your ears;
rather, run your detector just past silent
as mega depth will never be achieved on
this type of ground.
With the Nokta Fors Core start with
the default sensitivity setting and then
increase/decrease it after about 10 minutes or once you have got the feel for
the site. I mostly ran the test machine
at 70-80 on most of the sites I searched.
If you do not want to hear iron, then
increase the ID Mask to 30 and you will
knock most of it out.

quarter might fall within this range it is
just a fact of life you have to accept. It is
either that or waste valuable search time
digging coke.
If you are not bothered with coke on
your sites I would suggest digging any
target that registers these numbers as
they could be indicating a tiny item at
some depth. The same applies for most
single frequency detectors, although
obviously without the same meter ID
response.
With the Fors Core you can also up
the settings of the ID mask to stop you
from hearing the coke; but personally
I would rather hear it and keep the ID
mask at 10. Sometimes, on mineralised
ground or when coke is wet, the meter
reading can jump about; but mostly it
will hit a high number and then settle
at 40-50. Over time, with use and experience of this detector, you will get to
recognise such reactions.
DI3 – 3 Tones is a mode that I think
would suit somebody new to the detector. Keep the default settings and it will
run perfectly. Iron will give a grunt while
cut quarters, halfpennies, pennies etc.
will come in with a mid-tone. Larger
thicker items, like milled coppers and
silvers, (also larger hammered) will give
a high tone. During my research I used
DI2 and DI3. Both are perfect for general detecting, but if you are searching
for higher conductivity targets then DI3
is ideal because you can pick out high
tones easily.

Coke

General

Every single frequency detector I have
used detects coke. The only way to deal
with it is to know where it comes in on
your detector’s meter. On the Nokta it
came in between 40-45; I dug up loads
of it initially so I could confidently ignore
such targets. If, by the off chance, a cut

option. If you are going to use it,
set the threshold to just audible;
listening for any rise in it is what
you are looking for. The louder
the sound, the nearer to the coil it
is, or it could be a larger item. On
the flip side the quieter the sound
the deeper or smaller the item is.
You must run the detector with a
stable threshold, and to attain this
you will probably need to drop the
sensitivity significantly.

Cog Mode

I have used this mode on other detectors, as well as the Nokta, with good
effect on freshly ploughed soil or in areas
with little iron. Trying to use this mode
with lots of iron in the ground is very
hard on the ears and will cause mental fatigue; therefore DI2 is a far better

I tested and videoed the Cog mode
on a field, ‘The Dovie’, that I would class
as a ‘detector’s graveyard’. It has a great
history and has produced finds from
Neolithic to Georgian. The down side
it that his field is full of coke and iron,
is highly mineralised, and also ‘done to
death’.
I first tested it using the DI2 and DI3
settings (as can be seen on my YouTube
video). I found the DI2 option gave
slightly better results. I also dispelled
the myth that you lose depth when you
increase discrimination on this detector.
You can happily discriminate out the iron
and coke without losing depth. However,
you might lose slight sensitivity on the
low 50 range of VDI numbers if you disc
up to 45 to kill coke; but it is worth it if
coke is prevalent.
I also showed in my video that too
many people think increasing sensitivity
is going to dramatically increase depth!
On most detectors I have tested it does
not – especially on mineralised soil. So
the rule here is use discrimination if you
need to, and set the sensitivity to a slight
spit. Do this and you will find the depth of
the Nokta up there with the best of them.

Summary

I never made it to the beach with the
Nokta but I will soon, and put it on my
YouTube channel along with the Nokta
video already filmed. The Fors Core is a
very well-built metal detector with excellent sensitivity to tiny items. It also is a
detector with depth that will compete
with (and perhaps better) other top of
the range VLF detector currently on the
market.
I hope I have given you an honest
insight into this detector and if you want
to watch the video go to Toddy Irvine on
YouTube and search my channel.
www.toddys-digs.co.uk
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